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Fabric A: 1/2 yard

Please Note: Measure the length and height of 
your laptop first to make sure your keeper will be 
the right size. Add 1-1/2” to the width and 2” to the 
height of your laptop dimensions.

- Cut (3) - 12” x 16” pieces (adjust for your size)

- Cut (3) - 12” x 16” pieces (adjust for your size)

- Cut (2) - 2-1/2” x WOF strips and (1) - 2” x WOF strip

- Cut (1) - 12” x 16” piece (adjust for your size), leave the   
  rest for a later explanation.

Fabric B: 1/2 yard

Binding Fabric: 1/4 yard

Foam: 1/2 yard

Magnetic Snaps: sew-on type

Curved Needle

FABRIC/CUTTING REQUIREMENTS:

Backing: n/aBinding: see above

RST - right sides together
WOF - width of fabric

FABRIC TERMS

Start with your (2) - 2-1/2” x WOF strips and sew them together as you 
would for a normal binding. Cut off the extra 1/4” away from the seam and 
press open. Next press the whole strip in half long ways. Set aside.

STEP 1:

Use a 1/4” seam throughout.INSTRUCTIONS -

laptop case  
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STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 2:
Press the 2” x WOF strip in half long way and set this aside.

Sew together 2 of the fabric (A) 12” x 16” pieces RST (and minding 
direction if fabric is directional) along the 16” edge. Repeat for fabric B. 
Press your seams.

Take the fabric (A) strip and fold in half long-ways. No need to press 
this. Place the short edge on your cutting mat along one of the marks 
and with the fold near you. You will be cutting the flaps curve. To do 
this, use your rotary cutter and cut 1” up then slowly curve up to the 
mark 4” away. 

fold line

fold side near you

gentle curve

4”
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STEP 5:

STEP 6:

Place the long fabric (B) strips from Step 3, face down and place the 
long foam piece on top. Line up two of the edges. Place the long fab-
ric (A) strip on top of this, lining up the tip of the flap to one edge and 
the long side against the other edge. Cut through the foam and fabric 
(B) to the fabric (A) flap shape, then cut off the excess at the opposite 
end from the flap. Pin or clip these together to keep it all straight and 
sew all the way around with a 1/4” seam.

Now make the curve for the inside. To do this take your remaining 
(uncut) fabric (A) 12” x 16” piece and place it on the cutting mat the 
same as you did in Step 4. You will need to fold this in half to make it 
12” x 8”. The 8” will go on the mats line the same in Step 4 but make 
sure the fold is away from you. Use your rotary cutter and cut a gentle 
curve starting 1” up to about the 2” mark.

Fabric A Foam / Fabric B

2”

1”
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QUILT, BIND AND ENJOY!

STEP 7:

STEP 8:

STEP 9:

STEP 10:

STEP 11:

Next place the remaining (uncut) fabric (B) piece face down (from Step 6)
place the 12” x 16” foam on top of it. Now place the fabric (A) piece face 
up on top of the foam, and cut the foam and fabric (B) to the curve you cut 
from fabric (A).

Sew all the way around all 4 sides. Then take the 2” x WOF strip and sew 
this onto the curved part only, just as you would for a machine binding. 
Start by sewing the raw edges to the lining side with a 1/4” seam. Then turn 
this over and fold the binding toward the front fabric (A) and sew as close 
as you can to the pressed fold of the binding strip.

Take your sandwich from Step 8 and place it on top of the sandwich from 
Step 5 with lining sides together. Line up the squared ends and clip in place. 
Use a basting stitch to sew the 2 sandwiches together. 

Sew on your binding all the way around just as you would to machine bind 
a quilt.

For the snap on the flap, measure on the lining side 1-1/2” in for where the 
center of the snap will be. Sew this in place using your curved needle and 
going only through the lining fabric and the foam. This way you have no 
marks on the front. For the snap on the body, measure 3-1/2” in and where 
you want the center of the snap to be. Also, place the center of the snap 
8-1/4” in from the side. It won’t matter if you sew through the 3 layers of 
this as the other side won’t be seen.


